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 Temperature        Rainfall Recorded 
 Average minimum:  5.2˚C  (41.3˚F)                 For the period:  0 mm 
 Average maximum: 24.3˚C (75.7˚F)                            For the year to date:  851 mm 
 Minimum recorded: 3.0˚C (37.4˚F)                 
 Maximum recorded: 27.0˚C  (80.6˚F)              
 
 

Off the beaten track  Article by Ross Couper 
 
With the winter season in full swing at Singita Sabi Sand, I have been amazed to see how many animal 
footpaths there are leading to the river. When I see a well used path, I catch myself wondering if this path is 
equivalent to the famous 5th Avenue in New York City - convinced that most animals taking this path know that 
they are in for a big treat as it leads to the most nourished vegetation on the river bank. Like a rainbow, that path 
often has a pot of gold at the end of it, and earlier this month we found it!    
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I had just started my afternoon drive and decided to head west along the riverbank, as the scenery is some of 
the best in the Sabi Sand. I often hear my guests’ imaginations run wild as they talk about their wishes of 
building their own lodge on the edge of the riverbank as the tranquillity and beauty cannot be matched. Winter’s 
afternoon light beamed across the river to the far embankment where we could hear a distant herd of impala 
start snorting in a typical alarm call. They push air sharply though their nostrils, creating a short burst of air 
sounding like a snort – that can be heard over long distances.  
 
Immediately, their alarm call caught our attention and we found ourselves in total silence - looking for what could 
have startled the large group. The winter grass was short enough to expose any predator walking near the herd 
but the large embankment trees obscured our view and we had to rely on the impalas’ warnings to focus our 
attention to where we thought the culprit causing the commotion could be. As the snorts were settling down and 
with no sign of activity, we imagined that the alarm calls gave the predator away and it moved on quickly so as 
not to be caught out. With slight disappointment, I started up the vehicle only to hear monkeys on the very top of 
the embankment trees start alarm calling. The excitement stirred in the vehicle and all binoculars were out, 
looking for the possibility of seeing the predator. As we were scanning the riverbank of the far end, I spotted the 
leopard on a well-used track walking on the sandy embankment. The leopard had obviously been stalking the 
herd of impalas and was either seen or the wind changed in the impalas’ favour, which resulted in the impalas 
becoming alert to his presence in the grass.  
 
A leopard is always finding a way to camouflage itself in the bush and does it well to facilitate a successful hunt 
or to move undetected to avoid attention being drawn from prey which could often lead to other predators 
showing interest in the area, which would be detrimental for the leopard. This is what our trackers have trained 
years and years for, to understand our territorial males and know what paths they most likely use and what 
direction the paths lead in.  
 
Our leopard sightings here at Singita Sabi Sand are extremely successful and we have kept a record of several 
leopards. Our team of guides and trackers do a phenomenal job in tracking these animals. As a guide, the thrill 
of listening to the bush with all the animal activities and deciphering where an animal may be and finding it, 



almost has me wanting to change my name to Detective Field Guide Ross Couper! For me finding an animal 
using all the clues is the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow! 
 
                      
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Kashane male leopard – a good father to his adolescent sons?  By Leon van Wyk   

 
We often comment on what good mothers certain animals are, and this applies to the vast majority of wild 
animals. If you think of any of the high profile animals, one generally notices that the females are indeed 
generally excellent mothers. An elephant cow will do anything to protect her calf. A lioness defending her cubs 
can be a ferocious adversary to any would-be threat. A female leopard will risk and sacrifice her own life to save 
that of her offspring – this is exactly what happened to the Ravenscourt female a year ago. 
 
It is generally accepted that fathers in the wild play a much more minor role in the raising or protecting of their 
offspring. We frequently think of male lions barely tolerating their own offspring, and not showing any real 
affection. Same with male leopards. It was, for a long time, believed that male leopards were hardly ever seen in 
the company of their cubs, but over the past two decades or so, I have on numerous occasions seen adult male 
leopards spend a considerable amount of time with female leopards and their cubs, particularly if there 
happened to be kill on which they were feeding. While they are perfectly capable hunters themselves, male 
leopards are not too proud to scavenge. They will walk along dry riverbeds lined with prominent trees, and look 
hopefully up into the branches as they pass the trees, just in case they might find a hoisted kill. 
 



Young lion cubs and young leopard cubs often 
approach their father, if he happens to be spending 
time with their mother. Their approach is usually 
tentative and cautious, sometimes daring to be 
adventurous and playful. Bold cubs might chew on 
their father’s tail or ears, or, in the case of lions, pull on 
his mane. Some males get irritated by this 
disrespectful behaviour, and bare their teeth or growl 
menacingly at the little devils! If in a bad mood already, 
the father might lash out with a swipe of his paw at a 
cub, which will usually send the little one cowering 
back to its mother. On the whole, both lion and leopard 
cubs at a young age seem fascinated by their fathers, 
and seem to hold them in great awe, regarding them 
with a mixture of fear, adoration and hero-worship! 
 
What happens when cubs become adolescent and 
reach the age when they have to start taking care of 
themselves? With leopards, this is generally at the age 
of 16 to 24 months, when their mothers come into 
oestrus again, spend a few days with a male, mating 
frequently and, if all goes well, conceiving. During this 
period of courtship, the female leopard will normally 
want nothing to do with her adolescent youngsters, 
and will generally show them considerable hostility if 
they venture close to her and her mate. Typically, 
however, after the few days of mating have ended, the 
female will once again be drawn to her youngsters, 
and if she makes a kill, will more than likely opt to 
share it with them. If pregnant, she might be tolerant 
and supportive of her sub-adult youngsters for much of 
the pregnancy, and then become less tolerant of them 
again towards the end of her gestation. Evidence 

suggests that she would usually be more tolerant of a son than of a daughter. Ultimately she would want her 
daughter to succeed and become a territorial female leopard in her own right. Often, an adult female leopard will 
sacrifice a part of her own territory for her daughter, who will then become a neighbouring territorial female.  
 
As the daughter grows older, stronger and more confident, she is likely to gradually expand her own territory, by 
exerting pressure on other females, or by moving in to fill a 'vacancy' that might have arisen through mortality or 
shifting of territory. Territories are, after all, rather fluid, and this applies to not only female leopards, but to males 
and females of a variety of territorial animals.  
 
Young, newly independent male leopards will frequently remain in the familiar surroundings of their mothers’ 
territories for a number of months, before perhaps becoming nomadic for a while. Ultimately each up-and-
coming young male leopard would like to establish a territory of his own, and this can sometimes be in an area 
quite far from the area in which he grew up. This is not a bad thing, from a genetic perspective, because it 
means that he is probably less likely to mate with his mother or a sister, than with unrelated female leopards, 
hence increasing genetic diversity in the area and reducing the likelihood of in-breeding. Sometimes young male 
leopards are evicted from their familiar areas by older territorial male leopards. This is particularly likely to be the 
case if the young male leopard starts showing signs of territorial behaviour within the territory of an adult male 
leopard. 
 
In Singita Sabi Sand at present, the Kashane male leopard still reigns supreme as a strong territorial male, 
controlling virtually the whole of Castleton and Ravenscourt, and also crossing both east and west over the 
boundaries of these properties with neighbouring land. At least two of his sons, the Ravenscourt male (now two-
and-a-half years old) and the slightly younger Mobeni male, both of whom have been independent for a number 
of months already, still exist within the territory of their father. Independence was thrust brutally upon the 
Ravenscourt male in June 2013, when his mother, while protecting him, was killed by the Nyelethi male leopard. 
The Mobeni male became independent of his mother, the beautiful but somewhat temperamental Mobeni 



female, a few months later. These two half-brothers occasionally come into contact with each other, and they are 
not friendly. This is not surprising – leopards are loners, and are not friendly to other leopards of the same 
gender. They have, however, been seen to 'share' a kill. An impala that was killed and hoisted into a tree by the 
Mobeni male, was discovered by the Ravenscourt male. Interactions between the two were certainly hostile, but 
not violent, and they kept their distance from each other. One would feed on the carcass at a time, and when he 
left the tree, the other would take his turn to feed. It matters not who killed the impala. Whichever leopard is 
feeding at a particular time is now 'in possession' of the food source, and will act in an aggressive manner to any 
other leopard that wants to feed on the carcass. 
 
In the months immediately following the death of the Ravenscourt female, the Kashane male and the young 
Ravenscourt male were seen together on a number of occasions. Sometimes this happened when the younger 
leopard had a kill, and his father discovered it and claimed his share. It possibly also happened the other way 
around. Whatever the case, the Kashane male did not show any open hostility towards his son. They were seen 
to make visual contact from a few metres apart, but no physical 'bonding' (head-rubbing, grooming, etc.) was 
witnessed. There was clearly recognition, and it is believed that the Kashane male would know which young 
male leopards in the area are his offspring. Once, when the Kashane male was walking slowly through his 
territory, the Ravenscourt male was following about 15 metres behind him. The older leopard was well aware of 
the youngster, and would occasionally look back, just to see that the Ravenscourt male was still following him. 
The Kashane male vocalized, and continued on his way, with his son following behind him for a considerable 
distance. 
 
A few days ago we were following the Kashane male as he was moving along and then across the Mobeni 
stream just north of Castleton Dam. After showing interest in prey animals (warthogs and impala), the Kashane 
male was then distracted by monkey alarm calls several hundred metres to his north. He knew that they were 
too far away to be alarmed by him, and presumed that there was another predator, very likely a leopard, in the 
area. He made his way steadily in the direction of the alarmed monkeys, by walking north along the eastern 
bank of the Mobeni stream. It soon transpired that there was indeed a second leopard in the area. From about 
100 metres off, we could see that it was a young male leopard. He was lying on top of a large termite mound, 
from which vantage point he had been watching a herd of impala.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The young male leopard saw the Kashane male first, and watched him with considerable interest and some 
trepidation. The Kashane male uttered his slow, hoarse 'sawing' sound, after which the younger leopard moved 
off the termite mound and was temporarily lost from view. The termite mound on which he had been lying was on 
the western side of the stream, overlooking a clearing, while the Kashane male was stationary on the eastern 



bank of the stream. Minutes later the two leopards were together, and it became evident that the younger one 
was the Mobeni male. He and his father lay within a few metres of each other, and remained together for a 
considerable period of time (at least an hour), and there was no sign of any hostility between the two. No open 
display of affection was seen either, but it was clear that both leopards were quite comfortable with each other’s 
presence. 
 
Essentially, the Kashane male would want his sons to succeed in life. If not, why else would he produce sons?  
For the good of the species, a male leopard needs to play his role in ensuring that his strong genes are passed 
down to future generations, and it is his sons and daughters who carry these genes forward. So, as long as the 
younger leopards behave themselves and do not show any challenging behaviour (in terms of staking a claim to 
a part of the father’s territory), they will be tolerated by the Kashane male. It will be interesting to see how long 
this tolerance will continue, and for how long the two fast-growing half-brothers will be free to roam and hunt 
within the prime territory of the Kashane male. Is he, the father, keeping them within his care until they are large 
enough and strong enough to establish territories of their own? I think so. And I think he is probably also 
enjoying the fact that they are periodically providing him with a few free meals! 
 
 
The 6 P's  By Ricardo Careaga 
 
In this entry I would like to share with you a valuable experience that happened to me during April 2012 at the 
Makuleke concession, in the north of the Kruger National Park. Back then I was working as a back-up trails 
guide at one of the training camps in the concession. The camp itself was used mainly to train students towards 
their walking safaris qualifications, so we used to do a lot of walking in a big five free-roaming area.  
 
Alan, the lead guide, Shelley, our guest/guide and me were about to embark on a 5-night wilderness trail. The 
day that the trail was supposed to start was very cold and overcast so we decided to start the following day, but 
to get ourselves ready we went for a short walk to one of the water holes relatively close to camp. Hulukulu Pan 
was right in the middle of the fever tree forest, an hour’s walk away. We began the walk at around 2 pm, time 
enough for us to be back way before sunset. After 10 minutes of walking our bodies began to warm up. We 
crossed the floodplains were we saw different herds of buffaloes and a couple of elephant bulls here and there. I 
had done that specific walk several times before so I knew the usual path very well. We reached the pan about 
an hour later, where we sat down to enjoy some snacks while watching several herds of impalas and nyalas 
drinking on the other side of the pan. At about 4 pm, when we decided to start heading back, Alan told me that 
he wanted to come back on a different route that he thought he knew well. I told him that I usually came back the 
same way we arrived but we decided to go the other way. After all, he was the lead guide and I was the back up 
guide. 
 
The northern boundary of the concession is the Limpopo River that demarcates the frontier with Zimbabwe. Due 
to the topography of the area, there are distinct strips of vegetation that run west-east parallel to the river. The 
first strip is very dense riverine vegetation, so thick that it's almost impenetrable. As you get further south from 
the river you get the fever tree forest strip and then open areas with the majestic baobabs and scattered bushes. 
About 5 km (3 miles) further south from the strips, the first road of the concession, called Middle Road, also ran 
parallel to the river through the mopane tree strip. 
 
We continued walking along the fever tree forest, which is spectacular to walk through; the atmosphere in the 
forest is magical. After a while of walking, I knew we should have been coming closer to the open areas and at 
least start to see some baobabs in the distance. I was still an inexperienced guide at that time so I didn’t want to 
expose the lead guide and question him. Time kept passing by and nothing. Light was fading away quickly! At 
one stage Alan stopped and asked me which direction I thought we should head so I told him we needed to get 
out of the forest, due south. The overcast day blocking the sun and being inside the forest meant that finding our 
bearings was not happening and none of us had a compass! And to add on, no flashlights! At this stage it was 
already rather dark. The full moon above the cloud cover cast some light over everything but it was definitely not 
enough to properly see things around us. By now it was close to 7 pm. We passed a huge fever tree with at least 
six marabou storks perched on it. In the dim light we could tell that instead of coming out to open areas it was 
getting thicker and thicker, which could only mean we were heading back to the river. Completely the opposite 
way where we wanted to go! Forty minutes later, after crawling through the dense vegetation we popped back 
into the fever tree forest only to barely see the huge tree with the storks perched on it again!  We had made a 
huge loop and came back to the same spot where we were before. Not good! 



An hour later we eventually started noticing less and less vegetation in the environment and a harder type of 
soil, which meant we were approaching the open areas. The dark figure of a baobab proved that at least we 
were heading in the right direction. Once out of the forest we could call camp through the radio and more or less 
give them an indication of our relative position. We were so far away from camp that we couldn’t hear them 
properly on the radio so we walked to the top of a hill to have more elevation. Luckily it worked! We told the 
camp manager to drive west along Middle Road and stop every now and then and rev the car engine and shine 
the spotlight to the sky so we could get an idea of where she was. Thirty minutes later we started hearing the 
faint sound of the engine. We told her to keep coming west until we saw the spot light far in the distance straight 
south from us. We told her to stay there and we started walking towards the light. Another 40 minutes later, we 
eventually reached the vehicle on the road. It was close to 11 pm when we got back to camp! Luckily for us we 
never bumped into any predator or any herd of buffaloes or elephants.  
 
Lying down on my bed I remembered one of the lessons one of my mentors once taught me: Prior Planning and 
Preparation Prevents Poor Performance. The 6 P’s… 
 
 

Cheetah vs. Serval  Article by Ross Couper 
 
With all wildlife experiences it’s a difficult task to ever imagine what would have been my most surprising 
incident, my favourite sighting or a sighting that was difficult to interpret – even if I referenced all the guide 
mammal books in the industry, senior guides’ interpretation, or even Google.  
 

 
 
This was a day that I felt like we had just watched a movie and were left in disbelief of what we had seen, and if 
it was right or wrong what happened. Was this the Pandora’s box of wildlife sightings that would never happen 
again ever – or was this a reminder that all sightings are unique and as a guide we sometimes are prone to 
becoming complacent to experiences?  
 
There were clear blue skies and warm golden rays of sunlight gleaming across the river and trickling through the 
canopy of large jackelberry trees along the river. It was a typical winter’s afternoon and the last evening for the 



guests I had staying with me. We had experienced some memorable sightings throughout their stay and after 
each drive we often said to ourselves, “How are we going to top that?” We were hoping to see anything that was 
coming our way, with no expectations of viewing big game. We relished stopping for some of the smaller species 
such as impala and watching them shimmer in the warmth of the afternoon sun. Picking up our binoculars and 
looking at the ridge lines along the males’ horns, as they stood motionless staring at each other. Looking at the 
marks that were along the horns after battles in the rutting season. All these small things were what we loved 
focusing on. The details that make up the beauty of these animals and many others.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Unexpectedly the radio crackled and a message was conveyed that 
two sub-adult cheetah were lying in an open grassland not too far 
from Ebony lodge. This was an opportunity for us to enjoy our 
afternoon leisurely watching cheetah, as this was one animal that we 
had not yet seen - what a way to end their stay!  We arrived at the 
location to find two cheetahs rolling back and forth in an open area of 
sand soaking up the afternoon sunlight. Their amber eyes glowed as 
they stared in the direction of the sun. A third vehicle was 
approaching the sighting and as they moved in closer they veered off 
south of our position. Dave, the guide driving the third vehicle, 
informed us that he had seen a small cat in the grass, possibly a 
serval, just south of our position.  
 
A confirmation was repeated that it was a female serval and two 
kittens. I had to ask him to repeat the message, as I could not believe 
what I had heard. In 7 years of guiding there are a few things that 
stand out as incredible and this was one of those moments. After a 
few minutes Dave mentioned that he would be leaving the serval so 
that other vehicles could rotate through the sighting. We maneuverer 
our vehicle across and enjoyed the sighting of the family of servals. 
This was it, one of those incredible moments where you feel like you 
are glued to your binoculars viewing these very beautiful creatures 



that are rarely seen in the wild. Their size and general nature of their characteristics conceal them on most 
occasions and often only a track or a fleeting glimpse of them can be recorded during a long-term guiding 
career. We maneuvered our vehicle back to the two cheetahs to avoid drawing any attention to the servals as 
they were approaching the area where the two sub-adult cheetahs were lying in the open grass. We could no 
long see the serval and watched as the two cheetah continued to groom each other.  Suddenly the male cheetah 
started staring in the direction where the serval family was last seen. The female serval had caught a rodent in 
the long grass and her movement caught the cheetah’s attention.  
 
The male cheetah ran off at high pace in the direction of the serval and we sat in awe with our mouths gaping 
open and most of us were whispering, "Oh no!" Predators are competition with each other and this competitive 
behaviour can result in a carcasses of kills being stolen or even the 'weaker' predator being killed to reduce the 
competition.  
 
The female serval ran back in our direction and into an open area of short grass, giving us a perfect opportunity 
to view the interaction between the two species. With mixed emotions of what was transpiring we could not 
believe that this was actually taking place in front of us. We suddenly become part of a 'National Geographic' 
moment and all it required was David Attenborough’s voice in the background interpreting what was taking 
place.  
 
As dusk settled we watched as the female cheetah circling the serval for several minutes before settling down 
not too far from the serval. The serval stood its ground after a short chase and managed to keep out of reach of 
the cheetah's claws. Raising its hair on its back and showing its teeth with a nasty snarl and lots of hissing it 
managed to keep the two cheetahs at bay. As darkness started falling we decided to leave the species to 
continue their interaction, not knowing what would be the outcome for the serval and her two kittens. As we left 
the sighting you could hear the excitement in our voices as we recounted what had just occurred. The next day 
we found the two cheetahs warming themselves on the airstrip. No sign of the serval and no signs of either of 
the cheetah having had a meal. This was a good sign and a sigh of relief. My guests tapped me on the shoulder 
and said, "Now we can go home, to plan our booking for next year." A great way to end our safari experience 
and what a height that bar has been raised to for their return. I cannot wait! 
 
                    
 
 
 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Solstice  By Shelley Alkema 
 
Times are changing - after all, change is the only constant in life and what better way to embrace change than to 
acknowledge and learn from the natural rhythms of Mother Earth. 
 
The World has just experienced a significant natural event known as a solstice. Depending on where you are 
longitudinally (north-south) on the planet, affects how noticeable this change will be for you. Ultimately the 
solstice is referring to the change in seasons as it marks either the shortest or longest day of the year. The word 
solstice is from the Latin word 'solstitium' meaning 'sun-stopping' because the point at which the sun appears to 
rise and set stops and reverses direction after this day. Amazingly this is because Earth isn't sitting with its poles 
on a straight vertical plane. Our brilliant blue planet, with all its incredible variances of life, is tilted at an angle of 
23.45 degrees. As a result, as Earth makes its journey around the sun over the course of a year, the pole that is 
tilted more closely to the sun will experience longer exposure to daylight hours and heat arousing a summer 
response to the receiving life forms. The opposite occurs for the pole tilted further away, undergoing its winter 
phase. The dates for the solstice this year are June 21st and December 21st. Hence, southern Africa and the 
southern hemisphere, has just celebrated the importance of the middle of winter as our days now gradually 
become longer, but not necessarily warmer just yet. The south is still receiving long, exposed nightfall hours that 
crisps the land and its inhabitants until the glorious sun rises to take the chill away.  
 
Here in the bush a lot of life must go in to a dormancy or torpor stage in order to conserve energy and moisture 
until either the day temperatures provide warmth for a few hours or the rains replenish the thirsty land in spring - 
marked as the equinox. Reptiles such as crocodiles, terrapins and skinks might still be sighted basking in the 
midday sun while others can be completely submerged somewhere safe waiting out the winter months. Plants 
try to conserve water and so many drop their leaves and 'sleep' until conditions are more suitable for growth 
again. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Others cleverly close up their leaves to reduce transpiration and yet some are designed to thrive in these harsh 
and drier conditions, such as aloes. Temperatures are not the only reason nature changes it behaviour or habits, 
but also as a result of food availability. The various, striking sunbirds busily flit throughout the flowering aloes 
that colour the rocky landscapes. Vultures are able to sight more carrion in the depleted vegetation and hence 
winter is the best time for them to raise their young. The parents can more easily spot the calcium-rich hyena 
scat and consume this to regurgitate to their solitary chick. All of life requires water to survive and so as the mud 
wallows crack and shallow pans dry up there is certainly a movement of most species toward the rivers and 
larger water sources to sustain them.  
 
Whatever the season, Nature is never dull but inspiring in how it chooses to respond to the stimulus around it. 
Change can bring about hardships and vulnerability yet animals respond to the moment in the best way 
they know how. More than this, they really show us how to focus on what is truly important in life and how to be 
flexible, responding to the times in the best way you know how. As a species we are beginning to connect and 
come more in harmony with Nature’s cycles once again. Hence it can only be good the changes that will arise 
from this as we desire to protect and praise the value of this planet. Climate change is very obvious when you 
turn to Nature’s rhythms and I have faith that the human race is now listening and responding. 
 
 

 
                                
 
 
 
  



Photographic splendours from June 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Game viewing summary for April 2014 
 

 Lion Leopard Cheetah Elephant Buffalo Wild Dog Hyena 

No. of Sightings 51 63 29 126 20 5 7 

 
 
Predation Analysis:  

 Leopard (10) Lion (5) Hyena (1) 

Buffalo  1  

Impala 8  1 

Wildebeest  1  
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